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Motioncube is an interactive software that combines motion and fun in the innova-
tive technology of the interactive floor. Motioncube applications are designed for 
entertainment, education, revalidation, rehabilitation. Dozens of games controlled 
by motion, touch, interactive pens, robots, as well as for PCs and interactive boards. 
Along with example lesson or activity plans. Quick and easy selection of games 
collections with delivery straight to the interactive device. Create the interactive 
space tailored to your needs with Motioncube.
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contact@lavavision.eu

Fairy Tale Puzzles are Motioncube applications designed for interactive floors. The 
applications are controlled by interactive pens. The interactive area can be split-
ted into two game boards.

Number of applications in the package: 6
Application control method: interactive pens
Design, graphics, software: LavaVision
Package release date: 2017-06-01



What stabbed Sleeping Beauty? How many sisters did Cinderella have? Who is hiding in 
the clock? The Fairy Tale Puzzles are collection of games for children with their favorite 
fairy tale characters. We can find here a variety of applications that teach logical thin-
king, perceptiveness, stimulate the imagination and check fairy tales knowledge. Fa-
irytale scenery and funny heroes will ensure great fun not only for the youngest! Check 
how well you know the most popular fairy tales! Applications dedicated to children in 
early school and school age, designed for one, two or three users.

Enter the world of fairy tales!



Who is it for?

What are the objectives of these activities?

The Fairy Tale Puzzles game collection can complement everyday educational acti-
vities for early school and school children, as well as corrective, compensatory and 
revalidation classes. It can also make the time spent by children of all ages more 
attractive in day-care centers, educational institutions, community centers and at 
home. Everyone can play and check himself if he remember the known tales well.

The Fairy Tale Puzzles support the strengthening of children’s reading interests by 
referring to the content of famous fairy tales. The proposed activities develop creati-
ve problem solving in various fields by awakening the cognitive curiosity of students 
and stimulating their motivation to learn.
The app-based activities develop memory, imagination and language competences. 
Proposed games practice perception, eye-hand coordination, logical thinking and 
cooperation. They can be played by one person or in pairs.
The authors of the games tried to respond to the development needs of school-age 
children, focusing primarily on supporting motor and sensory skills during organized 
and safe games.



What is inside?

Child development support

The Fairy Tale Puzzles include six games. These activities are based on the mecha-
nisms of well-known games, such as hangman, picture puzzles, mazes, memory and 
wordsearch.

The applications included in the package have been developed in cooperation 
with teachers and psychologists. Interactive games and exercises can perfectly 
enrich group class scenarios as well as individual exercises.

With the applications of the Fairy Tale Puzzles you can practice:
• memory and concentration;
• visual perception and cause and effect thinking;
• linguistic competences related to the content of fairy tales;
• abstract and logic thinking, understanding rules;
• expressing emotions, controlling them;
• cooperation.



Fun with the Fairy Talet Puzzles on the 
Motioncube interactive floor

You can run the Fairy Tale Puzzles games on the interactive floor with Motion-
cube Player available on www.motioncube.io

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3opu33lO_Q


With Motioncube Player, you can easily manage your App Library, update 
your app collections, run playlists, and access a wide offer of educational 
interactive games.

Motioncube Player





Why to choose the Fairy Tale Puzzles?

Explore the world of fairy tales!

• The heroes of famous fairy tales will surely engage students to play in educa-
tional, interactive games;

• Can be used for various purposes, for different age groups due to the universal 
and popular content of the games;

• Intuitive interface of games;

• Checked by children and teachers.



1. Fairy Maze

Help fairy-tale heroes find items that are important to them. Choose your favorite charac-
ter and lead them out of the maze. Try to do it as soon as possible! A game in which, by 
playing the role of a fairy-tale character, we get out of the maze by collecting elements 
from the board.

Number of themes: 4

The Fairy Tale Puzzles include six games 



2. Guess The Tale

Select letters on the virtual keyboard and check if they are in the encrypted word. If the 
letter you chose does not match, one petal will fall off the flower. Try to guess the word 
without losing all the petals! A game of guessing the names of fairy tales by discovering 
individual letters of the alphabet.

Number of puzzles:  30



3. Letters Memory

Find all the letters that make up the displayed word on the board. But beware, the letters 
will hide under the question marks! So remember their location. A game in which you have 
to remember the position of the letters on the board that you need to create a fairy-tale 
word.

Number of puzzles:  30



4. Sliding Pictures

Arrange the bricks to create a picture of them! Press the block you want to move to an 
empty spot on the board. A picture puzzle involving moving individual blocks to a free spa-
ce on the board.

Number of puzzles:  4



5. Swapped Pictures

Arrange the puzzles so that they can be turned into a fairy-tale picture. Select the item 
you want to move, and then choose where you want it to appear. A game of arranging the 
picture by changing the position of the two indicated elements.

Number of puzzles:  4



6. Tales Wordsearch

Words are hidden among many letters on the board. Try to find them all and guess which 
fairy tale they come from. A word puzzle referring to the vocabulary of popular fairy tales 
and fairy tales.

Number of puzzles:  24



Check yourself in the Fairy Tale Puzzles!



Check more on

www.motioncube.io

https://www.motioncube.io/en/package/fairy-tale-puzzles?device-type=smartfloor

